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ICSID Award Annulled for Arbitrator’s Failure to
Disclose Close Ties with Party Expert
Note on Eiser v. Kingdom of Spain
MAËL DESCHAMPS1

ICSID – Annulment – Article 52 – Improper constitution – Fundamental rule of
procedure – Independence – Impartiality – Expert – Disclosure – Double hatting

1.

Introduction and Factual Background

Since 2012, the Kingdom of Spain (“Spain” or “State”) has faced a wave
of arbitrations brought by foreign investors after the Rajoy government
decided to repeal the 2007 regime of fixed tariffs and premiums for renewable
investments. The majority of these arbitrations have now been concluded by
arbitral awards, with more or less success for investors. However, this is not
the end of the story: in several instances, Spain has decided to challenge these
awards. This is the case in the Eiser arbitration.
Eiser Infrastructure Ltd. and Energía Solar Luxembourg S.à r.l. (“Eiser
Parties” or “Claimants”) sought compensation for the 2012-2014 series of
measures which allegedly impaired their investments in Spanish solar farms.
The Eiser Parties, British and Luxembourgish nationals, initiated an arbitration
against Spain under the auspices of the International Centre for the Settlement
of Investment Disputes (“ICSID”) through the arbitration clause enshrined in
Article 26 of the Energy Charter Treaty. On 4 May 2017, the arbitral tribunal
(“Tribunal”), composed of Mr. Stanimir Alexandrov (Claimants’ appointee),
Mr. Campbell McLachlan (Spain’s appointee) and Mr. John R. Crook
(president), unanimously found that the State failed to accord fair and equitable
treatment to the Eiser Parties, and therefore violated Article 10(1) of the
Energy Charter Treaty. Spain was condemned to pay a compensation of
EUR 128,000,000 plus interests to the Eiser Parties (“Award”).2

1
2

Trainee lawyer, LALIVE.
Eiser Infrastructure Ltd. and Energía Solar Luxembourg S.à r.l. v. Kingdom of Spain, ICSID
Case No. ARB/13/36, Decision on annulment dated 11 June 2020, Award dated 4 May 2017,
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As is common in investment arbitration, the Eiser Parties and Spain
relied on quantum experts to determine the method and the amount of the
compensation claimed. The Eiser Parties selected the Brattle Group including
Mr. Carlos Lapuerta who testified as witness for the Claimants.3 In the Award,
the Tribunal considered the Claimants’ suggested discounted cash flow method
as “an appropriate means to determine the amount of reparation due in the
circumstances of this case”.4 Regarding the aggregate amount claimed, the
Tribunal adhered to the “essential conclusions” of Brattle’s valuation reports,
which were “thorough and professional”.5
After the rendering of the Award, the Eiser Parties deployed
enforcement efforts before several jurisdictions. On 21 July 2017, Spain
however applied for the annulment of the Award.
Spain sought annulment of the Award on four of the five grounds
stipulated in Article 52(1) of the Convention on the Settlement of Investment
Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States (“ICSID Convention”),
namely:
(a) that the Tribunal was not properly constituted;
(b) that the Tribunal has manifestly exceeded its powers;
…
(d) that there has been a serious departure from a
fundamental rule of procedure; [and]
(e) that the award has failed to state the reasons on which
it is based.
Spain alleged that a “close relationship” has existed between, on the one
hand, co-arbitrator Mr. Alexandrov and his former law firm Sidley Austin and,
on the other hand, the Brattle Group and Mr. Lapuerta.6 This relationship was
allegedly forged by (i) the Brattle Group’s appointments by Mr. Alexandrov’s

3
4
5

6

p. 156 (para. 486), available at https://www.italaw.com/sites/default/files/case-documents/
italaw9050.pdf.
Ibid., p. 15 (para. 74).
Ibid., p. 141 (para. 441); see also ibid., p. 149 et seq. (para. 465).
Ibid., p. 151 et seq. (para. 472). The Tribunal however found that Claimants’ premise of a
40-year operation of the investment was not sufficiently sustained (para. 452). The Tribunal
also dismissed Claimants’ claim worth EUR 88,000,000 for a tax that would apply to a
favourable award (para. 456), as well as the EUR 13,000,000 claim for so-called ‘historic
damages’ that occurred before June 2014, i.e. the date of the definitive replacement of the
2007 subsidies regime (para. 458).
Eiser Infrastructure Ltd. and Energía Solar Luxembourg S.à r.l. v. Kingdom of Spain, ICSID
Case No. ARB/13/36, Decision on annulment dated 11 June 2020, p. 12 (para. 52), available
at: https://www.italaw.com/sites/default/files/case-documents/italaw11591.pdf.
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and Sidley Austin’s clients in past and present arbitrations7 and
(ii) Mr. Alexandrov’s appointments as arbitrator by the same party who
appointed the Brattle Group as expert.8 Mr. Alexandrov having failed to
disclose such a relationship, this warranted the annulment of the Award.9
An ad hoc committee (“Committee”), composed of Mr. Makhdoom Ali
Khan,10 Mr. Dominique Hascher and Mr. Ricardo Ramírez Hernández
(president), was constituted to decide on Spain’s application.
On 11 June 2020, the Committee took the following decision: (i) the
Tribunal was improperly constituted and (ii) there was a serious departure from
a fundamental rule of procedure (“Decision”).11 The reason for this overturn is
Mr. Alexandrov’s failure to disclose his relationship with the Eiser Parties’
expert. According to the Committee, this justified the annulment of the
Award.12 It deemed it unnecessary to address Spain’s other grounds for
annulment. Beyond the outcome of annulment, which is exceptional in ICSID
arbitration,13 the reasons for the Decision raise the question of new disclosure
obligations imposed on ICSID arbitrators.
Following the reasoning of the Decision, we will first tackle the reasons
why the Committee decided that the Tribunal was improperly constituted
(Section 2). We will then discuss the reasons for the serious departure from a
fundamental rule of procedure according to the Committee (Section 3). We
will finally make concluding remarks (Section 4).
The Decision is however subject to any further supplementary ruling.
Indeed, the Claimants submitted an application under Article 49(2) of ICSID
Convention arguing that the Committee left unanswered “four critical
questions”.14 These proceedings are pending at the time this note is completed
(16 August 2020).

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

Ibid., p. 13 et seq. (para. 53-55).
Ibid., p. 14 et seq. (paras. 56-61).
Ibid., p. 12 (para. 52).
Following resignation of Ms. Teresa Cheng.
Decision, p. 88 et seq. (para. 255).
Ibid., p. 88 (para. 253).
5.6% of the annulment applications were successful since the birth of ICSID; see ICSID
Caseload statistics, Issue 2020-1.
Eiser Infrastructure Ltd. and Energía Solar Luxembourg S.à r.l. v. Kingdom of Spain, ICSID
Case No. ARB/13/36, Claimants’ Application Pursuant to Article 49(2) of the ICSID
Convention dated 26 July 2020, p. 2 (para. 4), available at: https://
globalarbitrationreview.com/digital_assets/523e28e2-67e6-4eed-8cd24ff958c5b559/Claimants'-Article-49(2)-Application.pdf.
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2.

Arbitrator’s Failure to Disclose Ties Impairs the
Constitution of the Tribunal

The Committee started with Spain’s submission that the Tribunal was
improperly constituted, which resulted in annulment of the Award as per
Article 52(1)(a) of ICSID Convention.
It first ruled on the scope of improper constitution of an arbitral tribunal.
The Committee then sought to establish that Mr. Alexandrov’s connections
created a manifest appearance of bias. It finally decided on his duty to reveal
his relationship with the Eiser Parties’ expert.

2.1

Improper Constitution Includes Arbitrator’s Lack of
Independence and Impartiality

The Committee first carried out a thorough interpretation of Article
52(1)(a) of ICSID Convention to determine whether the said provision
included arbitrator’s lack of independence and impartiality.
Analysing the plain text of this provision, the Committee found that “the
Tribunal must have not only been correctly formed, initially, but must have
also continued to remain so for the duration of its existence”.15 It thereby
rejected the Eiser Parties’ submission16 and the findings of the OI European
Group v. Venezuela ad hoc committee17 that this requirement only applies at
the outset of the arbitration.
The Committee then turned to the question of the appropriate remedy
for lack of independence and impartiality of a member of the Tribunal. The
Committee rejected the Eiser Parties’ argumentation drawing a line between
(i) arbitrator’s lack of independence and impartiality which can lead to revision
of the award, and (ii) failure to comply with the initial steps of the tribunal’s
constitution which can trigger the annulment mechanism.18 The Committee
rather found that annulment for improper constitution of the arbitral tribunal
encompassed both arbitrator’s lack of independence and impartiality, and
failure to comply with necessary steps towards constituting the tribunal.19 In
other words, if an arbitrator is not independent and impartial, a tribunal is not

15
16
17

18
19

Decision, p. 49 (para. 158).
Ibid., p. 17 (para. 64).
OI European Group v. Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB/11/25, Decision on annulment
dated 6 December 2018, p. 29 et seq. (para. 101), available at: https://www.italaw.
com/sites/default/files/case-documents/italaw10151.pdf.
Decision, p. 17 et seq. (paras. 64-65), p. 45 et seq. (paras. 151-155).
Ibid., p. 50 et seq. (para. 163).
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properly constituted and the annulment remedy of Article 52(1) of ICSID
Convention applies.20
In addition, since an arbitral tribunal must be properly constituted
throughout the proceedings, the Committee concluded that an arbitrator must
remain independent and impartial from the outset of the arbitration until the
rendering of the award.21
Pointing out the role of ad hoc committees aiming to safeguard the
integrity of ICSID awards and procedural legitimacy,22 the Committee decided
that the right to an independent and impartial tribunal, which is one of the
“fundamental and basic norms of justice”23 and “a general principle of law”,24
shall be examined when determining whether the Tribunal was properly
constituted.25

2.2

Close Connections with Expert Result in Manifest
Appearance of Bias

The Committee then turned to determine whether Mr. Alexandrov’s
connections with the Claimants’ expert created a manifest appearance of bias.
The Committee initially set the applicable standard of annulment for
improper constitution of an arbitral tribunal under Article 52(1)(a) of ICSID
Convention. It fully adopted the three-step approach taken in the EDF
annulment proceedings.26 Hence, the Committee should first determine
whether Spain raised its objections in a prompt manner. Second, it should
establish whether an evident or obvious appearance of lack of independence or
impartiality existed. Finally, the Committee should assess whether this
appearance had a material effect on the Award. It decided to analyse the last
question in the section on serious departure from a fundamental rule of
procedure (see Section 3).27

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27

Ibid., p. 52 (para. 167).
Ibid., p. 52 (para. 168).
Ibid., p. 55 (para. 175).
Ibid., p. 51 (para. 164).
Ibid., p. 56 (para. 177).
Ibid., p. 56 et seq. (para. 178).
Ibid., p. 57 et seq. (para. 180) citing EDF et al. v. Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/23,
Decision on annulment dated 5 February 2016, p. 47 et seq. (para. 136), available at:
http://icsidfiles.worldbank.org/icsid/ICSIDBLOBS/OnlineAwards/C23/DC7432_En.pdf.
Decision, p. 58 (para. 181).
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Regarding the first question, the parties and the Committee agreed that
Spain had to raise its objections in a prompt manner.28 However, the parties
disagreed on the starting point for Spain’s knowledge of the relationship
between Mr. Alexandrov and the Eiser Parties’ expert.
Spain asserted that the relationship only came to its knowledge in July
2017, i.e. after the Award had been rendered, when the press disclosed
Mr. Alexandrov’s challenge in the Tethyan Copper v. Pakistan case.29 It
therefore allegedly acted promptly by introducing its annulment application.
The Eiser Parties argued that the said relationship “was public
knowledge years before the Award was issued”.30 The Eiser Parties relied on
various press articles which purportedly showed the existence of this
relationship. They also drew upon Mr. Alexandrov’s CV which was circulated
to Spain and which covered cases showing these connections.31 Thus, they
concluded that “Spain should have known of the relationship” considering “the
duty of due diligence and investigation that the Parties had”.32 Failing to have
acted during the course of the arbitration, Spain has therefore waived its right
to request annulment of the Award.33
The Committee rejected the Eiser Parties’ position. In its view, the Eiser
Parties had the burden of proving that Spain did effectively waive its “right so
fundamental as to challenge the impartiality and independence of an
arbitrator”, and such a “burden has not been discharged”.34 Since the right to
challenge is fundamental, this burden has a high bar: the Eiser Parties should
have “pro[ved] that [Spain] had actual or constructive knowledge of all the
facts”.35 In that case, they should have “point[ed] [at] a clear instance where
Spain either was, or reasonably ought to have been aware of this relationship
and its extent before the Award was issued”.36 As the Claimants failed to do
28
29

30
31
32
33

34
35
36

Ibid., p. 57 (para. 180).
Ibid., p. 11 (para. 50); see also, Tethyan Copper Company Pty Limited v. Islamic Republic
of Pakistan, ICSID Case No. ARB/12/1, Award dated 12 July 2019, p. 16 et seq. (paras. 2329), available at: https://www.italaw.com/sites/default/files/case-documents/
italaw10737.pdf. The challenge was eventually rejected by Mr. Alexandrov’s co-arbitrators
in this case.
Decision, p. 19, (para. 69), p. 59 (para. 186).
Ibid., p. 19 et seq. (paras. 71-72).
Ibid., p. 60 (para. 187).
Ibid., p. 59 (para. 185); see also Eiser Infrastructure Ltd. and Energía Solar Luxembourg
S.à r.l. v. Kingdom of Spain, ICSID Case No. ARB/13/36, Claimants’ Application Pursuant
to Article 49(2) of the ICSID Convention dated 26 July 2020, p. 26 et seq. (paras. 88-95).
Decision, p. 61 (para. 190).
Ibid., p. 61 et seq. (para. 190).
Ibid., p. 61 (para. 189).
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so, the Committee determined that “Spain did not waive its objections to the
independence and impartiality of Dr. Alexandrov”.37
Regarding the second question on manifest appearance of bias, the
Committee established facts regarding Mr. Alexandrov’s relationship
with Claimants’ expert that can be summarised as follows. First, in four
cases, Mr. Alexandrov was appointed arbitrator by parties who engaged the
Brattle Group as expert. Mr Lapuerta was the testifying expert in two of them.
Three of them were overlapping with the Eiser arbitration.38 Second, in eight
occasions, Mr. Alexandrov was the counsel of a party who selected the Brattle
Group as expert, Mr. Lapuerta being testifying expert in three of them and at
least two of these cases were pending during the Eiser arbitration.39 Third, in
two other arbitrations running in parallel with Eiser, Sidley Austin represented
the party who instructed the Brattle Group as expert, Mr. Lapuerta being the
testifying expert in one of them.40
The Committee recalled that Mr. Alexandrov’s relationship with the
Brattle Group was discussed in two other cases, namely the Tethyan Copper v.
Pakistan case and another Spanish photovoltaic case, SolEs Badajoz v. Spain.41
For the Tethyan case, the Committee found that the situation differed from the
Eiser case because the other Tethyan arbitrators knew Mr. Alexandrov’s
connections with the Brattle Group and because Mr. Davis then Brattle Group’s
expert only worked in one previous occasions with him.42 On the contrary, the
Committee found that Mr. Alexandrov worked with Mr. Lapuerta in eight
instances.43 As for SolEs, the Committee found that the difference lay in the fact
that “Dr. Alexandrov was not simultaneously acting, as counsel, with
Mr. Lapuerta, as damages expert”.44 In the Eiser case, the Committee instead
established that Mr. Alexandrov was acting as counsel in two other cases with
Mr. Lapuerta, and with the Brattle Group in another overlapping case.45
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45

Ibid., p. 62 (para. 190).
Ibid., p. 68 et seq. (para. 205(e)).
Ibid., p. 69 (para. 205(f)).
Ibid., p. 70 (para. 205(g)).
Ibid., p. 72 (para. 209). In SolEs, Spain challenged Mr. Alexandrov for the same reasons.
After the other two arbitrators declared they were “equally divided” on the challenge,
Mr. Alexandrov decided to resign. See SolEs Badajoz v. Spain, ICSID Case No. ARB/15/38,
Award dated 31 July 2019, p. 8 et seq. (paras. 39-41), available at: https://www.
italaw.com/sites/default/files/case-documents/italaw10836.pdf.
Decision, p. 73 et seq. (paras. 212-213).
Ibid., p. 74 (para. 214).
Ibid., p. 75 (para. 216) (emphasis omitted).
Ibid., p. 75 (para. 216). Note that this statement of facts is contested by the Eiser Parties’ in
their Article 49(2) application, p. 25 et seq. (paras. 84-87).
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The Committee acknowledged that interactions between “arbitrators,
lawyers and experts” are “inevitable”.46 However, the Committee considered
that such interactions “may give rise to conflicts”.47 The Committee indicated:
For the sake of fair and objective conduct of the arbitral
proceedings, these [interactions] should, therefore, be declared
and specifically brought to the attention of the parties and other
arbitrators.48
The Committee especially pointed out that, in casu, (i) Mr. Alexandrov
and Mr. Lapuerta’s parallel work in two other arbitrations and
(ii) Mr. Alexandrov/Sidley Austin and the Brattle Group’s long-lasting
relationship were not “isolated” interactions.49 The Committee concluded that
“there was a manifest appearance of bias on the part of Dr. Alexandrov”.50
It is noteworthy that the Committee did not specifically address the Eiser
Parties’ arguments that Mr. Alexandrov’s appearance of bias did not meet the
high standard of manifest.51 Nor did it draw an explicit line between
Mr. Alexandrov’s independence, on the one hand, and impartiality, on the other.

2.3

Arbitrators Must Disclose Business Relationship in These
Circumstances

The Committee then analysed whether such relationship should have
been disclosed. In ICSID proceedings, arbitrator’s disclosure is regulated by
Article 6(2) of ICSID Arbitration Rules, which provides that an arbitrator shall
sign a form containing inter alia the following declaration:
Attached is a statement of (a) my past and present professional,
business and other relationships (if any) with the parties and
(b) any other circumstance that might cause my reliability for
independent judgment to be questioned by a party. I
acknowledge that by signing this declaration, I assume a
continuing obligation promptly to notify the SecretaryGeneral of the Centre of any such relationship or circumstance
that subsequently arises during this proceeding.52

46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Ibid., p. 75 et seq. (para. 217).
Ibid., p. 76 (para. 217).
Ibid., p. 76 (para. 217).
Ibid., p. 76 (para. 218).
Ibid., p. 76 (para. 219) (emphasis added).
Ibid., p. 18 (paras. 66-67), p. 64 et seq. (paras. 198-200).
ICSID Arbitration Rules, Art. 6 (emphasis added).
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On Mr. Alexandrov’s duty to disclose, Spain’s argument was twofold.
On the one hand, relying on this article and ICSID jurisprudence, Spain
purported that Mr. Alexandrov had to disclose his connections with the Eiser
Parties’ expert. On the other hand, citing Article 5(2) of the IBA Rules on the
taking of evidence in international arbitration (“IBA Rules”), Spain alleged
that the Brattle Group should also have disclosed said relationship.53 This
article provides:
The Expert Report shall contain:
(a) the full name and address of the Party-Appointed Expert, a
statement regarding his or her present and past
relationship (if any) with any of the Parties, their legal
advisors and the Arbitral Tribunal, and a description of his
or her background, qualifications, training and experience;
…
(c) a statement of his or her independence from the Parties, their
legal advisors and the Arbitral Tribunal; ….54
Instead, as a matter of principle, the Eiser Parties said that “Spain ha[d]
the burden to point to specific facts that demonstrate bias” otherwise “a
presumption of impartiality of the Tribunal must apply”.55 This presumption
of impartiality should also apply to the experts because they are instructed
by the party – not by his/her counsel –, and because they testify in their own
capacities.56 The Claimants further considered that the obligation to disclose,
pursuant to Article 6(2) of ICSID Arbitration Rules, was subject to the
arbitrator’s discretion.57 They noted that “no applicable rules impose[d] the
duty on an arbitrator to reveal a professional relationship with an independent
expert”.58 In addition, they alleged that the IBA Guidelines on conflicts of
interest in international arbitration (“IBA Guidelines”) do not expressly list
the relationship between counsels and experts as subject to mandatory
disclosure.59
The Committee indicated that the arbitrator’s obligation of disclosure
“must be approached from the point of view of a party”, and thereby rejected

53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Decision, p. 15 et seq. (para. 61).
IBA Rules, Art. 5(2) (emphasis added).
Decision, p. 24 et seq. (paras. 88-89).
Ibid., p. 79 (para. 227).
Ibid., p. 23 et seq. (para. 86).
Ibid., p. 24 (para. 87).
Ibid., p. 79 (para. 226).
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the view of a duty “construed narrowly in favor of the arbitrator”.60 Drawing
on Article 3(d) of the IBA Guidelines, the Committee affirmed that “[a]ny
doubt as to whether an arbitrator should disclose certain facts or circumstances
should be resolved in favour of disclosure”.61 Such principle should, according
to the Committee, “dictate caution” in double-hatting situations, i.e. when an
arbitrator also acts as counsel in other cases and vice-versa.62 This is the case
because “[party’s experts and counsels] do not and cannot possibly maintain
between them the kind of professional distance which is required to be
maintained between a party, its counsel and its experts in a case, on the one
hand, and the member of the tribunal hearing that case, on the other”.63
Recalling the overlapping arbitrations with Mr. Alexandrov acting as counsel
and Mr. Lapuerta as expert, as well as “the extent of the past and present
interactions, at issue”,64 the Committee decided that “Dr. Alexandrov should
have disclosed his relationship with Mr. Lapuerta”.65
The Committee did not want to address expert Mr. Lapuerta’s duty to
disclose such relationship.66 Nor did it conclude at this stage that failure to
disclose the relationship warranted the annulment of the Award: it still had to
analyse its material effect on the Award, which is the subject of Section 3.

3.

Failure to Disclose Strong Ties Amounts to Serious
Departure From a Fundamental Rule of Procedure

The Committee proceeded to the analysis of Spain’s second ground for
annulment: the serious departure from a fundamental rule of procedure of
Article 52(1)(d) of ICSID Convention.
According to the Committee, it should verify that (i) a fundamental rule
of procedure is at stake, (ii) there was a departure from that rule and (iii) this
departure is serious and may have a material effect on the Award.67
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Ibid., p. 78 (para. 223).
Ibid., p. 78 (para. 223).
Ibid., p. 78 (para. 223).
Ibid., p. 80 (para. 227).
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3.1

Independence and Impartiality Is a Fundamental Rule of
Procedure

Regarding step (i), the Committee agreed with Spain68 and the Eiser
Parties69 that “independence and impartiality of an arbitrator is a fundamental
rule of procedure. … There can be no right to a fair trial or a right of fair
defense without an independent and impartial tribunal”.70
For step (ii), the Committee relied on its findings regarding
Mr. Alexandrov’s manifest appearance of bias: the fact that “[it] deprived
Spain from seeking the benefit and protection of an independent and impartial
tribunal” and that “[it] affected Spain’s right of defense and fair trial” entailed
a departure from a fundamental rule of procedure.71

3.2

Arbitrator’s Bias Had Potential Effect on the Award

With respect to step (iii), both Spain and the Eiser Parties agreed that the
“serious” nature of the departure meant a material effect on the Award.
However, Spain considered that this material effect implied a potential effect
on the Award, not “an ‘actual material prejudice’”.72 Indeed, Spain alleged that
proving an actual prejudice would be “unrealistic and highly speculative”.73
On the contrary, the Eiser Parties understood “material effect” as a
“substantially different result”; in other words, the departure shall be
“outcome-determinative”.74
The Committee accepted Spain’s submission that this “is not required to
prove that the violation of the rule of procedure was decisive for the
outcome”.75 The Committee recalled that “it is impossible for an annulment
committee to pierce the veil of a tribunal’s deliberations”.76 Thus, there is a
presumption that Mr. Alexandrov, like his co-arbitrators, influenced the
Tribunal’s deliberations.77 Considering that “the Tribunal adopted
68
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Ibid., p. 35 et seq. (para. 122), p. 82 et seq. (para. 236).
Ibid., p. 88 (para. 252) citing Caratube v. Kazakhstan, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/12,
Decision annulment dated 21 February 2014, p. 18 (para. 99), available at:
http://icsidfiles.worldbank.org/icsid/ICSIDBLOBS/OnlineAwards/C381/DC4172_En.pdf.
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Mr. Lapuerta’s model for damages in its entirety”,78 and considering the
“important role in the case” of Mr. Lapuerta,79 it also found that the Brattle’s
report in Eiser case did have a “material effect on the reasoning or findings in
the Award”.80
The Committee emphasised that this conclusion was reached precisely
because “[it] cannot determine the impact of the participation of
Dr. Alexandrov on the other two arbitrators” and what effect the disclosure of
the relationship between Mr. Alexandrov and Claimants’ expert could have
had.81 Hence, the Committee affirmed that “it is impossible to conclude that
such disclosure would have had no material effect on the arbitrators, their
deliberations and the ultimate outcome”,82 especially on the unanimous
adoption of the Brattle damages model.83 In brief, “Spain lost the possibility of
a different award”84 and “this undisclosed relationship could have had a
material effect on the Award”.85
As a result, the Committee found that Mr. Alexandrov’s nondisclosure of his relationship with the Eiser Parties’ expert warranted the
annulment of the Award, both under grounds of “improper constitution
of the Tribunal” and “serious departure from a fundamental rule of
procedure”.86
Since the right to an independent and impartial tribunal is “one of the
most basic requirements of justice”, the Committee reckoned that it had no
discretion on the decision to annul. In addition, this annulment shall extend to
the Award in its entirety.87
The Committee finally adopted a costs-follow-the-event approach and
ordered the Eiser Parties to pay the costs of the annulment phase as well as to
reimburse Spain’s legal costs.88
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4.

Concluding Remarks

The Eiser annulment is a key decision for ICSID arbitration and might
have an impact well beyond investment treaty arbitration. The following
conclusions can be drawn from it.
First, the Committee did not consider how a relationship between an
independent expert and an arbitrator can be a matter of bias. An expert is
supposed to act independently, not as an advocate of a party. This might have
been the reason why Mr. Alexandrov did not disclose the relationship. The
Committee basically equated an arbitrator-expert relationship with an
arbitrator-counsel relationship. Whether this is correct, is debatable.
In the same vein, the Committee decided to extend the duty of
disclosure to the business relationship between Mr. Alexandrov and the
Eiser Parties’ expert. On the contrary, instruments like the IBA Guidelines
only consider “close personal friendship” between one arbitrator and one
party’s expert as subject to disclosure, but waivable by the parties (so-called
“Orange List”).89 In the Eiser case, the fact that Mr. Alexandrov was
instructed as counsel by parties who appointed the Brattle Group as experts
in arbitrations running in parallel to the Eiser arbitration seemed crucial for
the Committee.
The threshold of what remains an acceptable business relationship will
have to be established in light of the expert’s area. In certain sectors, experts
are rare and/or do not hold out their services in legal proceedings. Thus, it
would be hard to find an arbitrator with experience in such an elusive field
who has no strong business ties with the small number of eligible experts.
The Decision might encourage some parties to select experts having
close connections with an arbitrator to attempt to disqualify the latter. While
experts have been challenged due to connections with one of the parties,90
connections with one of the arbitrators is now also an issue. Arbitral tribunals
might be led to refuse the appointment of a specific expert. The legal basis
for this exclusion could be the powers of the tribunal to decide on the
89
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IBA Guidelines, Article 3(4).
See Jan de Nul et al. v. Egypt, ICSID Case No. ARB/04/13, Final Award dated 6 November
2008, p. 11 et seq. (para. 28), available at: https://www.italaw.com/sites/default/files/casedocuments/ita0440.pdf (where respondent-appointed expert had alleged ties with one of the
claimants; the challenge was dismissed); see also Flughafen et al. v. Venezuela, ICSID Case
No. ARB/10/19, Decision on the disqualification of the expert and inadmissibility of
evidence dated 29 August 2012, available at: http://icsidfiles.worldbank.org
/icsid/ICSIDBLOBS/OnlineAwards/C1181/DC2652_Sp.pdf (where respondent-appointed
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upheld).
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admissibility of evidence as per ICSID Arbitration Rule 34(1), or its inherent
powers to ensure the integrity of the proceedings.91
Second, it seems that the Committee denied the existence of a party’s
obligation of due diligence regarding the arbitrator appointed by its opponent.
This issue was, to our knowledge, not raised before other ICSID ad hoc
committees prior to the Eiser arbitration. The IBA Guidelines suggest that “any
party to an arbitration is required […] to make reasonable effort to ascertain
and to disclose available information that, applying the general standard, might
affect the arbitrator’s impartiality or independence”.92 Conversely, the
Committee’s findings imply that it is for the party who appointed an arbitrator
to prove that the challenging party had knowledge of any information that
might affect the independence or impartiality of this arbitrator, including
publicly available one.93
Finally, the Committee said that situations of double hatting – also
called “role confusion”94 – “dictate caution”.95 It declared that it “must set the
bar high, with regard to disclosure obligations, in particular, and, in general,
with respect to addressing conflict of interest of arbitrators who also choose to
act as counsel in investment disputes”.96 This obiter dictum can be read in
conjunction with the joint ICSID-UNCITRAL Draft Code of Conduct for
Adjudicators in Investor-State Dispute Settlement. While this code is still in
discussion, the current version of Article 6 reads:
Adjudicators shall [refrain from acting]/[disclose that they act] as
counsel, expert witness, judge, agent or in any other relevant role
at the same time as they are [within X years of] acting on matters
that involve the same parties, [the same facts] [and/ or] [the same
treaty].97
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See Hrvatska Elektroprivreda v. Slovenia, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/24, Order Concerning
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Kluwer Law International (2015), p. 655 et seq.
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The commentary of the draft code provides that double hatting may
give rise to “concern relat[ing] to possible bias and apprehension of bias”.98
The Eiser decision on annulment went further: for the Committee,
Mr. Alexandrov’s connections with the same expert “should have alerted
[him] to the possibility that his independence and impartiality may be
questioned”, and not only with “the same parties, the same facts and/or the
same treaty”. These findings are contested by the Eiser Parties in their Article
49(2) application. The Claimants argue that this issue should not have been
decided by the Committee as it was not “on trial” and because it would treat
arbitrators unequally depending on their role as counsel in other
arbitrations.99
In conclusion, it does not seem that the Eiser decision on annulment
establishes a general obligation for ICSID arbitrators to disclose each and
every relationship they or their firm (if any) have with a party’s experts. Nor
would it call for annulment of any award rendered by arbitrators who failed to
disclose such relationships. It rather imposed a requirement of disclosure on
Mr. Alexandrov in view of his “several past and present professional
connections and interactions” with the Eiser Parties’ expert, and especially
with Mr. Lapuerta. The Eiser decision is fact-driven, heavily relying on the
close relationship between an arbitrator and an expert, and thus ill-suited for
general application. Yet, out of abundance of caution, arbitrators are now likely
to disclose relationships with experts more frequently.
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ICSID’s Draft Code of Conduct for Adjudicators in Investor-State Dispute Settlement, p. 16
et seq. (para. 65).
Eiser Infrastructure Ltd. and Energía Solar Luxembourg S.à r.l. v. Kingdom of Spain, ICSID
Case No. ARB/13/36, Claimants’ Application Pursuant to Article 49(2) of the ICSID
Convention dated 26 July 2020, p. 8 et seq. (paras. 21-30).
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Maël DESCHAMPS, ICSID Award Annulled for Arbitrator’s Failure
to Disclose Close Ties with Party Expert. Note on Eiser v. Kingdom of Spain
Summary
On 11 June 2020, an ICSID ad hoc committee decided to annul the
award rendered in the Eiser v. Kingdom of Spain arbitration. The reason for
this overturn is one of the arbitrators’ lack of independence and impartiality
by failing to disclose his ties with the expert appointed by the claimants in
the underlying arbitration. For the committee, the failure to disclose this
relationship to the parties amounted to the improper constitution of the
arbitral tribunal and to a serious departure from a fundamental rule of
procedure, both of which are grounds for annulment of ICSID awards. This
is the first time in ICSID history that an award is annulled for an arbitrator’s
lack of independence and impartiality. While the decision was driven by the
peculiar circumstances of the case, it raises the question of new disclosure
obligations for arbitrators in investment arbitration.
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